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Curses and spells have power to impose invisible barriers in someoneâ€™s life; such that the

person works so hard but gets so little results. They can also affect someoneâ€™s health, business

and relationship in a very negative way.In this book, you'll discover:1. The real meaning of a curse

and a spell.2. What the Bible says about curses and spells.3. The 6 types of curses and spells.4.

Signs of a curse in operation.5. 50 powerful prophetic prayers that break curses and spells and

release favors6. How to remain free from curses and spells.It is time to question and deal with all

the invisible barriers and obstacles limiting you from becoming the best of God's plan for your life.

With this book, you'll learn to pray:Prayers that break curses and spells.Prayers that rout out

demonsPrayers that break bad habitsPrayers that bring healingPrayers that get resultsPrayers that

bring change and Prayers that release God's blessings and favors.Join me in this book and let'sâ€¢

Break all curses that have been made over your life, curses that are now limiting the flow and

manifestation of Godâ€™s blessings in your life.â€¢ Reverse all spells that have been cast on your

life, spells that are working so hard spiritually to destroy you by making you act in ways that are not

right.â€¢ Destroy all kinds of invisible barriers that pose a limitation in your life pursuit.â€¢ Command

the blessing and favors of God into your life, family and business.Your testimony is a must. Your

glorification is a must.
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I am so grateful for men of God who have such insight into spiritual warfare .I feel revived and

awakened and alert and and more aware now of my spiritual life as a mother , wife , grandmother

and friend and associate to many who are in bondage.

Great book. It works.

Love the product in good condition

I believe I have received my breakthrough through this book is have been overlooked at work and

suffered failure at the edge of breakthrough. I will recommend the book to my family who are going

through the same thing

Having lived in China and experiencing the reality of what Daniel writes in this book, I highly

recommend buying it and following it step by step. Often, in western cultures, there is a strong

naturistic worldview which inhibits many people from receiving ministry to their spirit, soul and body,

especially as pertaining to spiritual warfare. Daniel gives many scriptural insights into what may be

keeping success back, and causing emotional and physical problems. Using the Word of God, he

guides us through the process of deliverance from curses, henceforth setting us up for success. Buy

this book and use it. I did, and now I am more free.

This is your instructions with prayers to accomplish your goals. We also found help with prayers.

Valuable book to have. I have learned so much in the past two months. I wish I had known about

these things when I was old enough to read. Pray for yourselves and your families. It can prevent

tragedies and bring about healing. For me now, it is about restoration and a family who needs the

Holy Spirit. As long as there is life, there is hope. Sin separates us from God. Jesus Christ came

and paid the price for those sins, if we accept Him as our Lord and Saviour and pray with all our

heart and soul and mind. We are all bought and paid for if we know what to do. The Bible is more



than an instruction book. We need books like these to help us all to have life more abundantly. Our

Heavenly Father is Real.

I really enjoyed reading this book. I was truly enlightened. I have been praying hear prayers, and

can already see what the Lord is doing in my life. I encourage those that have little faith to read this

book and pray these prayers on a daily basis, or at least until the Holy Spirit has spoken to you

personally. God is with you!!!! Amen

This is a good read for those who are called to pray especially in warfare. I have really learned a lot

of strategies on how to break curses and spells.I believed what prompted me to buy the book is that

I live or reside amongst witches etc. You cannot throw a stone without hitting one. I am using this

book and the witch that lives upstairs is getting antsy.....already...it works.
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